Changing your lab / samba password

Please do this by Wednesday!

From within the botlab:

    ssh central

from outside the botlab:

    ssh gw-botlab.cs.pitt.edu

Your user name is the email user name that you gave us on the first day of class unless you emailed me a new one. Also your password is your last name unless we have told you something different.

then type:

    passwd

You will be prompted for your new password, if there is a problem with it, the system will let you know.

After you change your system password, you need to change your samba password. Simply type:

    smbpasswd

and it will once again prompt you for your new password. You can make it different from your system password if you like, but it may make more sense to make it the same.

Once you have done this, just type exit or logout.